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Chairman’s Message 
 
It is hard to believe that by the time you read this newsletter the season will almost be over and KLL will have 
concluded what has been another successful programme of football for our young people from 6 through to 15-
years old. The success of this year so far has been made possible by a small dedicated group of volunteers who 
give a great deal of their time throughout the year not just between September and the end of March/beginning 
of April. In addition there are over 40 parents who manage and coach teams during the playing months and 
without them we would struggle to provide the numbers of both the teams and games played that we have 
achieved. My thanks to all of them as they make my task as Chairman that much easier. 
 
Planning is now taking place for events between the end of March and the summer holidays which include: 
 

• A trip to Holland over Easter for a group of 14 boys to play in a Dutch tournament; 

• Cup Finals for our Senior, Intermediate and Junior leagues which were scheduled for the end of March 
but have been delayed until mid-April/early May due to the need to catch up cancelled games from 
January; 

• Our annual Gala Day on Sunday, 9th June; 

• Two National Little League tournaments, the U13/U12s in April and the U10s on 15th June 2013. There is 
also the possibility of a girl’s tournament; 

• Organising courses for coaches and referees. 
 
We will also continue to offer training on Friday evenings between 6 and 7pm after the Easter holidays running 
through to the end of the summer term. The cost of this is £1 per child and is open to Bantams and our younger 
players up to U13 (Intermediate level). 
 
At this time of the year many parents ask what happens next after the season ends. For those registered in a 
team they will be eligible for selection for teams next year and will be accommodated. If your child will not be 
playing next season it is nice to know in advance; this particularly effects our 11 year-olds who will begin 
secondary education in September 2014 as a number will find that school sports take priority and homework 
pressures increase. For those who believe they are able to play part time then we can accommodate them and 
usually allocate one or two to each Intermediate team or Junior team if they have not moved up to that level. 
Players for Junior teams are allocated but both Senior (U15/U14) and Intermediate (U13/U12) teams are 
selected. It is for this reason some U12s find that they have to spend two years in Juniors (U12/U11). 
 
Looking ahead to 2013-14 season we will once again need to find new managers to replace those Senior 
League managers who will have come to the end of their time with Little League as their sons or daughters have 
reached 15. At the bottom end we will need more managers in Sevens if we are to continue to run 16 teams. 
Perhaps more importantly we will need a new Treasurer to replace Richard Pitman who has providing an 
excellent service to KLL during his tenure in post and he will be truly missed. So anyone who feels they can take 
on this task I would ask you to let us know and anyone who would like to manage please note it is less onerous 
than it sounds and quite rewarding by giving something back to our community. 
   
   

Kevin Galvin 
Chairman KLL 
March 2013 
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Help 

 
If you want to volunteer with Kingston Little League or if you need any help, advice or want to make a 
comment, contact Gill Arbane at secretary@kingstonlittleleague.com. 
 
If you want to discuss or report any child welfare issues, such as inappropriate standards, contact Chris 
Galvin.  The FA Respect web site for parents and carers is at http://www.thefa.com/respectguide/ 
 
The KLL web site is at http://www.kingstonlittleleague.com where you can download copies of the 
Parents & Carers guide and KLL’s policy on taking photos.  The web site also has the full fixture and result 
lists and any essential information about KLL. 
 
Weekly training during School Terms is at Tiffin’s Girls School between 6-7pm every Friday and is available 
for players from all KLL leagues.  The cost is £1 per player.  The training is also available for those on the 
Bantams & Little League waiting lists. 
 

 
A Saturday in the life…of a Bantams Coach 

 
A Bantams Saturday starts before breakfast with a look out the window.  This determines the number of 
layers I will put on to keep warm.  After breakfast I take the training equipment and 40 balls from the shed to 
the front drive area.  Apart from the balls, the equipment consists of poles, cones, bibs, the first aid kit and 
the essential pump.  I spend the next 20 minutes checking each ball, pumping up those which are flat and 
generally getting a weeks worth of cardio-vascular exercise in one session.  After loading the equipment 
into my car I drive to Dinton Field, stopping halfway to get a newspaper with which I always check to see if 
there is an article about Stoke City – as usual Stoke never get a mention. 
 
Around 9:30am I arrive at Dinton Field to see the other two main coaches are already getting the goals 
ready.  Bantams are lucky in that we don’t have to put up or dismantle any goals, though we do need to put 
nets up.  Nevertheless, the goal ritual is as real in Bantams as it is across the road on Latchmere. 
 
I then start to lay out the training area for the day’s exercises and games.  There are four distinct sessions 
on any Saturday - warm-up, ball control, skills training and matches – which I will describe later.  I make up 
two or three 6-aside pitches.  I also lay out a “Park” and whatever skills training exercises I have decided to 
play that day.  The weather generally helps me choose the two exercises.  For instance, if it is very cold 
then I won’t use an exercise which means the children hang around waiting but rather one that gets them 
moving all the time.   
 
As I lay out the training area, I am also greeting the children and their parents, as well as the volunteer 
coaches.  Sometime around 10:20 Barry blows his whistle and we all go into the centre of Dinton Field for 
assembly, parents included.  Barry gives us the latest news, goes through the lost property left from the 
previous week, and always ends with “Juniors over with…”.  I never hear the ending as the kids rush off to 
their respective training area expecting the coaches to be right behind them. 
 
The FA describe the early phase of a child’s physical development, between the ages of 5 to 11, as the 
FUNdamental stage, which builds a foundation for more complex ability development later.  Like The FA I 
fully subscribe that the key areas to be developed are the ABCs – Agility, Balance, Co-ordination and 
speed.  All my Bantams training tries to include as many ABCs activities as possible, with also an emphasis 
on participation, fun, enjoyment and sportsmanship. 
 
Warm-up: To be honest, 6 year olds don’t really need to do warm-up exercises.  However, I go through 
some warm-ups if only to teach them how to do it for when they are older.  Each warm-up exercise only 
lasts for a minute and the whole warm-up session ends at 10:45.  It is also a great time for the coaches to 
remind ourselves what the kid’s names are. 
Ball control: From now it is a matter of 4 lots of 15 minutes.  The first 15 minutes will be done in the “Park”, 
a coned 4 x 10m area.  We start with ball control exercises such as drag-backs.  In their entire KLL career 
they might actually use a drag-back once a season.  However, the point is to get them use to a ball at their 
feet and to develop their balance when keeping a ball under control.  We then play fun games which help 
their ABCs, such as “Stuck in the Mud” or “Volcanoes and Plates”.  Once the fun games have finished I 
shout out a number and the kids get into groups of that number.  They don’t realise this, but the main 
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reason for this exercise is to count how many players we have and so decide on team sizes during the 
matches.  It is also an easy way to split the kids into two groups. 
Skills training:  Each group will do one of two skills training exercises, swapping over after 15 minutes to 
do the other.   Today, the two skills areas are passing and shooting.  The Bantams age group is the most 
important for learning motor skills and the players should be exposed to lots of different movements, with or 
without the ball.  At around 6 years old, there will be a large difference in maturation, skeletal growth and 
motor abilities which must be recognised and understood.  The skills training acknowledges these 
differences and tried to get the best out of the players regardless as to their ability, maturity or size. 
Matches:  After the skills training, it is matches time.  During the next 15 minutes before the matches start, 
all balls have to be put away in their bags, bibs have to be put out in same-colour heaps and the teams 
chosen.   I first choose the team captains.  Anyone who had a birthday in the previous week will be a 
captain as well as those who did well during the skills sessions.  I keep a log of captains so that everyone 
gets to be a captain the same number of times in the season.  The captains have three important duties:  to 
decide on who kicks off by playing Rock-Paper-Scissor with the opposing captain, to decide on the order of 
whom gets to play in goal, and to decide who takes the free-kicks should they occur. Once teams have 
been chosen, we then start the matches, generally 3 games of 10 minutes each.  Hopefully I would have 
chosen teams such that all games end 1-1.  Matches is where the parents become much more involved, 
cheering the teams on, applauding good play and sportsmanship and tying up bootlaces.   
 
After the matches, I hand out the player’s cards, pack up the equipment, try to look busy when it is time to 
carry the goals back to their container and start to wind down ready for the weekend.  It is this last 15 
minutes at Dinton Field which reminds me why I enjoy being a coach, as the parents and kids leave with 
their thanks and obvious display of an enjoyable couple of hours, and the volunteers tidying up, cleaning 
the canteen and already planning for the next week.    
 
And without the volunteers, Bantams and KLL would not exist.  Apart from the three main coaches and the 
dads who help coach and the mums and dads who run the canteen, we also have 3 teenagers who coach 
every week, out of enjoyment and a sense of give-back to the community and little league. All these 
volunteers are the backbone of our organisation.  I drive home for a shower in the knowledge that we have 
all made a difference to many kids and their parents.  And also in the knowledge Stoke will draw again. 
 

 
Please read… 

 

By now you will have realised that Kingston Little League cannot be without volunteers.  We have a 
dedicated group who manage KLL during the year plus the managers and coaches who give up their 
Saturday mornings to work with the children.  But we always need more help and volunteers.  If you think 
you are the next Sir Alex, then we will always need your help to manage or coach and KLL will pay for any 
approved coaching courses to help you increase your skill levels and gain FA certification. 
 
But we also need those with skills that lay elsewhere.  If you have skills, aspirations or capabilities in the 
following areas, please think about volunteering to be a key part of KLL: Accountancy, business or office 
administration, legal (to help gain our charity status), fundraising, marketing (to find more sponsors), project 
management, retail, business or office management, local government, charity work, journalism, bouncy 
castle owner, first aid, … (we do need a new Treasurer for next season) 
 
And all we can offer in turn is an amazing sense of accomplishment and the warm glow of giveback to the 
local community.  And the thanks of 600 kids and their parents. 
 
If you are at all interested to help KLL in any way please contact Gill Arbane, the KLL secretary on 
secretary@kingstonlittleleague.com 
 

 

Thanks to our sponsors, old and new 
 

Av Buyer.Com      The Canbury Arms      Carrington's      Churchill Medical Centre       
DAB Installations Plumbing and Heating Engineers      G4S      Gibson Lane       

John Rose Eye Care Centre      Kingston Physiotherapy      Maypole Motors    Number Works 'n Words      
O'Neils Design and Build      Russell-Cooke Solicitors     Space      Travel Republic 

Please see http://www.kingstonsport.org.uk/sponsors.html for full details of our sponsors 


